Installation Panel Blind free hanging

Read the instructions carefully before assembling and using the product. Assembling process can be completed by non-professionals. For indoor use only.

⚠️ WARNING ⚠️

- Young children can strangle in the loop of pull cords, chains and tapes, and cords that operate window coverings.
- To avoid strangulation and entanglement, keep cords out of the reach of young children. Cords may become wrapped around a child’s neck.
- Move beds, cots and furniture away from window covering cords.
- Do not tie cords together. Make sure cords do not twist together and form a loop.
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PTC35
for installation ceiling clip on soft ceilings.

Connect headrails with connector clip PTC33C2, PTC33C3, PTC33C4, PTC33C5 or PTC33C6.
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for installation ceiling clip on soft ceilings.

Connect headrails with connector clip PTC33C2, PTC33C3, PTC33C4, PTC33C5 or PTC33C6.
Control

Your dealer:
Installation Panel Blind wandcontrol

Read the instructions carefully before assembling and using the product. Assembling process can be completed by non-professionals. For indoor use only.

⚠️ WARNING

- Young children can strangle in the loop of pull cords, chains and tapes, and cords that operate window coverings.
- To avoid strangulation and entanglement, keep cords out of the reach of young children. Cords may become wrapped around a child’s neck.
- Move beds, cots and furniture away from window covering cords.
- Do not tie cords together. Make sure cords do not twist together and form a loop.
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PTC35
for installation ceiling clip on soft ceilings.

Connect headrails with connector clip PTC33C2, PTC33C3, PTC33C4, PTC33C5 or PTC33C6
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PTC35
for installation ceiling clip on soft ceilings.
Hanging panel with holddownstrip

Hanging panel with velcro
Control
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CORNICE INSTALL INSTRUCTIONS

PARTS INCLUDED:
INSTALLATION SCREWS
INSTALLATION BRACKETS (OUTSIDE MOUNT ONLY)

INSIDE MOUNT INSTALL:
YOU WILL RECEIVE YOUR CORNICE WITH NECESSARY SCREWS AND PRE-DRILLED HOLES. START DRILLING YOUR SCREWS INTO THE CORNICE, JUST ENOUGH TO PEEP THROUGH THE TOP OF THE CORNICE. PLACE YOUR CORNICE INSIDE YOUR WINDOW FRAME AND CENTER IT. ONCE IT IS PROPERLY PLACE IN THE WINDOW FRAME YOU MAY PUSH YOUR CORNICE UP TO THE FRAME, JUST ENOUGH TO LEAVE AN INDENT OF THE SCREW TIPS. REMOVE YOUR CORNICE AND DRILL YOUR HOLES FOR THE INSTALLATION. USE PROPER ANCHORS (NOT INCLUDED) IF NEEDED. ONCE THAT HAS BEEN COMPLETED YOU MAY NOW TAKE YOUR CORNICE AND SCREWS- PLACE YOUR CORNICE BACK UP INTO THE WINDOW FRAME AND USE YOUR DRILL TO DRILL YOUR SCREWS INTO THE PRE-DRILLED HOLES. MAKE SURE YOUR SCREWS ARE TIGHT ENOUGH, AND SECURE IN YOUR OPENING. INSTALLTION OF YOUR INSIDE MOUNT CORNICE IS COMPLETED.
OUTSIDE MOUNT INSTALL:

YOU WILL RECEIVE YOUR CORNICE WITH NECESSARY MOUNTING BRACKETS (L BRACKETS) AND BOTH LONG AND SHORT SCREWS. TAKE YOUR MOUNTING BRACKETS AND PLACE THEM EITHER TO YOUR WINDOW FRAME OR ABOVE YOUR WINDOW FRAME. WHEN IN THE DESIRED PLACE- TAKE THE LONG SCREWS AND MARK WHERE YOU NEED TO PLACE THE ANCHORS (NOT INCLUDED) IF NEEDED. INSERT ANCHORS, THEN PLACE YOUR BRACKETS IN PROPER PLACE AND SCREW YOUR LONG SCREWS INTO YOUR WALL OR WINDOW FRAME. PLEASE MAKE SURE YOUR BRACKETS ARE LEVEL WITH EACH OTHER. USE A LEVEL IF AVAILABLE. AFTER BRACKETS ARE ATTACHED TO YOUR DESIRED LOCATION- PLACE YOUR DUSTCAP ON TOP OF THE BRACKETS. CENTER YOUR OUTSIDE MOUNT CORNICE AGAINST YOUR OPENING. ONCE CENTERED TAKE THE SHORT SCREWS PROVIDED AND DRILL FROM THE INSIDE OF YOUR CORNICE TOWARDS THE CEILING. MAKE SURE ALL SCREWS ARE TIGHT ENOUGH AND SECURE. INSTALLATION OF YOUR OUTSIDE MOUNT CORNICE IS COMPLETE.

ADDITIONAL PARTS NEEDED:
ANCHORS (DEPENDING ON INSTALLATION SURFACE)
SCREW DRIVER/DRILL
LEVEL
Installation Panel Blind: Outside Mount

Read the instructions carefully before assembling and using the product. Assembling process can be completed by non-professionals. For indoor use only.

**WARNING**

- Young children can strangle in the loop of pull cords, chains and tapes, and cords that operate window coverings.
- To avoid strangulation and entanglement, keep cords out of the reach of young children.
  - Cords may become wrapped around a child’s neck
- Move beds, cots and furniture away from window covering cords.
- Do not tie cords together.
  - Make sure cords do not twist together and form a loop.

![Diagram of installation panel blind outside mount](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>max. 100mm</th>
<th>max. 800mm</th>
<th>max. 100mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

1. [Diagram of installation process](image)
2. [Diagram of installation accessories](image)
PTC35
for installation ceiling clip on soft ceilings.

Connect headrails with connector clip PTC33C2, PTC33C3, PTC33C4, PTC33C5 or PTC33C6
Hanging panel with holddownstrip

Hanging panel with velcro
Control